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Source: http://www2.unpan.org/egovkb/global_reports/index.htm.
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The E-Participation Index assesses the quality and usefulness of information and 
services provided by a country for the purpose of engaging its citizens in public policy 
making through the use of e-government programs: 

► increasing e-information to citizens for decision making; 
► enhancing e-consultation for deliberative and participatory processes;
► supporting e-decision making by increasing the input of citizens in decision making. 

Source: http://www2.unpan.org/egovkb/egovernment_overview/eparticipation.htmSource: United Nations. 2010. 
E-Government Survey 2010: Leveraging E-government at a Time of Financial and Economic Crisis. Available 
at http://www2.unpan.org/egovkb/global_reports/10report.htm.
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eParticipation within Slovenian 
eGovernment

 eParticipation was not recognized as a political priority by 
the Slovenian government until 2006
 

 Earlier e-government strategies favoured electronic 
democratization concept  (strengthening representative 
democracy – conceptual deficit)

 E-government strategy 2006: Republic of Slovenia among 
10 most developed e-democracies in the world until 2010

 Conceptual shift towards participatory and direct 
democracy (e-pools, e-consultations, e-referendum etc.)

 e-Democracy neglected by eGovernment implementation 
plans (2008 implementation deficit – EU funding)
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eParticipation within 
Slovenian National Assembly

 Least e-democratic branch of political power in Slovenia 

 New web sites introduced in 2006 (public information e-
access and e-mails from MPs)

 Limited possibilities to involve public eParticipation into 
decision-making (e.g. on-line Public hearings) 

 Modernisation of the web sites foreseen in 2010 (civil 
society so far not included in planing)

 New web 2.0 applications and media/public 
promotion?
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NGO's eParticipation cases 
in Slovenia

 Non-governmental organizations are front-runners of e-
democracy developments in Slovenia (followed by the 
Slovenian government)

 Institute for Electronic Participation (INePA) 
established in 2007

 A number of e-participation projects since 2005
 NGO's e-participation portal for the EU Council 

Presidency www.predsedovanje.si
 On-line Citizen's forum European Debates 

www.evropske-razprave.si
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eParticipation challenges faced 
by NGOs and Government 

 Low numbers of citizens / internet users participation
 Sustainability (lack of funding - NGOs)
 Off-line and on-line participation coordination
 Implementation complexity
 Human resources (facilitation & management)
 E-participation legitimacy, ownership and power 

relations
 How to evaluate e-democratic impacts?
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Lessons learned and 
challenges ahead

 eParticipation initiatives brings more politics, social and legal issues 
then technical ones

 eParticipation effects depends from the level of participatory political 
culture and active citizenship within a polity

 political elites in Slovenia often regard eParticipation as a PR (trust 
and accountability issue)

 eParticipation has to be efficient (it is not a profitable market 
category and is very demanding in terms of resources)

 combining on-line and off-line participation (tackling digital divide)
 evaluation of results (legal framework, methodology and 

justification)
 the role of NGOs as a eParticipation facilitators and promoters
 eParticipation requires certain degree of passion and emotions 

related to the improvement of the quality of our every day lives
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simon.delakorda@inepa.si

Institute for Electronic Participation - INePA 
Povšetova ulica 37

1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Tel.: 041 365 529

www.inepa.eu

Thank you very much!
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